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REGO-FIX Highlights Heavy Duty PG Solution at Northwest Machine Tool Expo
WHITESTOWN, Ind., April 26, 2019 – At the Northwest Machine Tool Expo in Portland,
Oregon, REGO-FIX will showcase its Heavy Duty secuRgrip® holders for its powRgrip®
toolholding system that eliminate cutter slippage during the most demanding metal
removal applications. The company will exhibit the holders in booth #849 with its
northwest distribution partner A&I Marketing Inc. during the event, which will be held at
the Oregon Convention Center on May 8 and 9
With more than twice the rigidity of ordinary holders, Heavy Duty secuRgrip toolholders
are designed specifically for preventing cutter pullout during tough machining
operations. Made to fit existing powRgrip clamping units, the holders use the same
balance rings as standard PG holders while enabling increased feed rates and better
surface finishes with less deflection. And like the REGO-FIX secuRgrip solutions, these
Heavy Duty holders ensure worry-free machining, especially critical when it comes to
the final finishing operations on expensive workpieces.
The secuRgrip system makes use of the powRgrip’s tremendous gripping strength in
conjunction with a patented locking system and threaded cap. With secuRgrip’s added
levels of cutting tool security, manufacturers, especially those who require extremely
high levels of accuracy and process security, can experience greater machining
confidence.
The secuRgrip system has a TIR of 0.0001” and enables manufacturers to preset their
tool heights. Furthermore, REGO-FIX customers can modify their existing powRgrip
holders for use with the system. The secuRgrip system is applicable for use with
REGO-FIX PG 25 or PG 32 holders in all tapers, including CAT, BT, TC, HSK, CAPTO
and dual contact REGO PLUS.
About REGO-FIX

With U.S. headquarters in Whitestown, Indiana, REGO-FIX, inventor of the original ER
collet system, is a world leader in the manufacture of Swiss precision tooling. For more
information on REGO-FIX, its products and services, or to request a catalog, please call
1.800.REGO-FIX or visit the company’s website at www.rego-fix.com.
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